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brief communications

Coalition among male fiddler crabs
Seeing off a neighbour’s intruder may be easier than negotiating with a larger usurper.
ntil now, no compelling evidence
neighbour and then returned him to his
has emerged from studies of aniterritory (n10). Once both territory
mal territoriality to indicate that a
owners were present on the surface, we
resident will strategically help a neighwatched them for another 15 minutes.
bour to defend its territory against an
We observed no threat displays or fights
intruder1,2. We show here that territorywhen the smaller neighbour stayed.
After replacement, however, the larger
owning Australian fiddler crabs will
male approached and fought the unjudiciously assist other crabs in defendfamiliar neighbour in nine out of ten
ing their neighbouring territories. This
cases (Fisher’s exact test, P0.001).
cooperation supports the prediction3
Territorial coalitions in U. mjoebergi
that it is sometimes less costly to assist a
seem to be due to by-product mutualfamiliar neighbour than to renegotiate
ism9: the ally pays to retain an estabboundaries with a new, and possibly
4
stronger, neighbour .
lished neighbour and the neighbour
keeps his territory. The circumstances
In Darwin, Australia, the sexually
under which assistance was provided
dimorphic fiddler crab Uca mjoebergi
appeared to involve judicious decisionlives in mixed-sex colonies on intertidal
making. That this occurs in an invertemudflats. Males have one greatly
brate, but has still not been reported in
enlarged claw (Fig. 1), which is used both
birds or mammals, suggests that terrifor attracting females and as a weapon5,6.
torial coalitions depend more on approEach crab defends an all-purpose terripriate circumstances than on advanced
tory containing a central burrow that is
used as a refuge during high tide. Males Figure 1 The Australian fiddler crab uses its enlarged claw to defend non- cognitive skills.
mainly fight other males and vigorously threatening neighbours from stronger, encroaching males.
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defend their territory against wandering
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‘floaters’ that are seeking a new burrow. neighbour (14.84.0 mm) to defeat the School of Botany and Zoology, The Australian
They also repel neighbours that encroach on floater. The ally was always larger than the National University, Canberra ACT 0200, Australia
assisted neighbour (binomial test,P0.0001, e-mail: pat.backwell@anu.edu.au
their territory.
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cases in which a resident that was fighting
Helping is potentially costly. Allies leave
6. Backwell, P. R. Y., Christy, J. H., Telford, S. R., Jennions, M. D. &
an intruding floater was joined by an their territory, which increases the risk that
Passmore, N. I. Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B 267, 719–724 (2000).
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had to vacate his own territory temporarily owners help neighbours? First, we can Competing financial interests: declared none.
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